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Figure 1: The Stanford Bunny with five different LODs: a) LOD 0 with 69630 triangles and represented by a green color, b) LOD 1 with
8700 triangles and represented by a yellow color, c) LOD 2 with 978 triangles and represented by a red color, d) LOD 3 with 304 triangles
and represented by a purple color and e) LOD 4 with 76 triangles and represented by a cyan color.

Abstract

Level of detail (LOD) is an optimization technique that adjusts the
complexity of a geometrical object depending on screen occupa-
tion. The concept is that the user will not be able to tell the dif-
ference between a more complex and a less complex object from a
distance. The Unity game engine offers a built-in LOD system with
a wide variety of different setups for enabling efficient rendering.
This feature was examined by developing an application in Unity
to gather performance data in terms of memory and rendering time.
Also, shaders were implemented for a crossfade transition effect
when switching between the LODs. By rendering 8000 Stanford
bunnies, it was found that Unity’s LOD system provided a signifi-
cant decrease in render time.
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1 Introduction

In real-time rendering, vast landmasses or many objects can be a
very expensive process for the GPU. LOD is an optimization tech-
nique, which involves complexity reduction of a 3D model [Cud-
worth 2016]. Usually, the main variable being reduced is the num-
ber of polygons rendered, but other factors such as animations and
texture are also often affected. Either depending on the distance
from the camera or space the object occupies on the screen, referred
in this paper as view occupation. The philosophy behind LOD is
that from a distance the user will not be able to tell the difference in
mesh complexity between two LOD’s [Giegl and Wimmer 2007].
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In Unity the composition of these, the LOD Group, is a component
used to manage LODs for objects. There are several ways of han-
dling LOD and this paper focuses on one of them, discrete LOD
using the LOD-group component which utilizes view occupation.

Discrete LOD creates a transition between different polygon count
versions. This happens in response to configured thresholds reg-
ulating the amount of space that the object currently occupies on
the screen. It does not necessarily involve the work of an artist to
generate these versions, 3D applications usually include tools for
creating less complex versions of meshes. Commonly all LODs of
the LOD-group component is stored in RAM. Based on view oc-
cupation, it decides which of the LODs to render. Because all the
LODs exists in RAM, using discrete LOD will have a higher im-
pact on the RAM usage. However, using the LODs will decrease
the rendering time compared to no LODs at all.

One of the concerns regarding LODs is a phenomenon known as
”popping” [Ripolles et al. 2009]. This means the user notices a
change in mesh complexity when changing the rendered LOD. A
proposed solution to this problem is to have transition blending be-
tween the two LODs [Luebke 2003]. Two ways of achieving this
were examined. The first one is with a direct crossfade within the
LODs. The second utilizes a form of noise known as dithering. By
sampling a texture, the noise is used to get rid of repetitive patterns
such as color banding when transitioning between the LODs. The
idea is to first ”fade in” until both objects are visible. Both types
of transitions always keep one of the two LODs at full visibility
to avoid displaying both LODs semi-transparent at the same time
[Scherzer and Wimmer 2008]. The overhead is compared, in terms
of additional memory consumption and rendering time to the LOD.

This paper is concerned with the performance of the LOD-group
component in the Unity game engine by measuring RAM usage
and rendering time. Also, searching for potential overhead for tran-
sitional effects in terms of the measured data when comparing both
of them to LOD without transitions. To explore this five tests were
defined: LOD, Crossfade, Dither, No LOD and Empty. Where
LOD, is a standard LOD test using the unity LOD-group compo-
nent, without any transitions. Both crossfade and dither also use
the LOD-group component but with transitions enabled and set to
crossfade. The no LOD does not use the LOD-group component
and renders the Stanford bunny on its maximum LOD. Finally, the
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empty test is just for reference and is a completely empty scene with
a black background color. The research questions are as following:

RQ1 What is the correlation between memory consumption and
rendering time using Unity’s LOD-group component compared to
no LODs?

RQ2 What is the overhead of crossfade and dithering transitions
in the LODs?

2 Related Work

A recent paper on LOD techniques in Unity showed an ap-
plication specifically created for mobile devices [Svensson and
Buzaité 2017]. The authors analyzed the performance and memory
consumption when rendering 3D-objects with and without LOD.
Rather than using the built-in LOD system, the authors created a
customized and isolated LOD-technique via scripting. At the end
of the experiment, the authors had come up with further ideas for
optimization techniques to render the 3D objects more efficiently,
such as adding frustum culling. The suggestion was based on an
observation that the 3D objects around the camera were switch-
ing between different levels of quality, regardless of whether they
were rendered on the screen or not. This caused the experimental
LOD-technique to achieve fewer frames per second (FPS). How-
ever, the camera component in Unity ensures that objects which are
completely outside of its frustum are not displayed using the built-
in frustum culling. It is unclear whether the experimental LOD
technique interfered with the built-in frustum culling functionality.
Nevertheless, the experiment presented a framework for testing that
can be re-created for the purpose of analyzing the built-in LOD sys-
tem in Unity.

Other built-in LOD techniques have also been utilized in previ-
ous studies for purposes such as rendering plants in real-time.
Unity generally has two more built-in systems to activate the LOD-
functionality. The first LOD-implementation is a part of Unity’s
terrain engine. It turns the distant object on the terrain such as trees
and rocks into more performance friendly billboards using a bill-
board shader. Parameters for the shader can be set up from within
the terrain engine settings such as a distance threshold.

The second implementation is not necessarily a true LOD-solution
but it works similarly to the terrain engine. Instead of turning dis-
tant objects into billboards, it can sometimes be necessary to use
more aggressive culling for smaller objects such as grass and fo-
liage. By manually setting layer culling distances, smaller objects
can be put into separate layers and become invisible at the specified
distance from the camera [Stepić 2013].

One of the issues with Unitys LOD-group component is that it is
based on the view occupation. It means that objects would more
frequently swap their LODs when moving around the camera and
zooming. If a 3rd-person view is currently being used, it may affect
the performance as the LOD checks have to be performed all the
time.

There is a downside to consider when looking at the built-in shader
code that handles fading between the different LODs in Unity. It
actually requires the sampling of a texture to calculate dithering.
The texture has the size of 4x4 pixels and the LOD fade is quantized
by 16 levels. Since the number of texture registers is limited to a
total of 16, it is an unnecessarily expensive operation which could
trivially be re-implemented without sampling a texture. Unity can
simply be forced to only use a shader based LOD solution, which
uses exactly the same LOD values as the LOD-group component
[Dickinson 2015].

3 Method

The scientific method used is an experiment. An application was
created in Unity upon which several tests were conducted. This is
to isolate performance and external disturbances that could threaten
validation, and also to fully control the output of the resulting data
when comparing LODs. The Unity version used was 2017.3.0f3
(64-bit).

3.1 Scene

A scene in Unity contains our test environment with the scripts at-
tached to objects within the scene graph. The Stanford bunny was
used to populate the scene with LODs ranging from 0 to 4 for the
experiment, as seen in Figure 1. The Stanford bunny was devel-
oped in 1994 at Stanford University to be used as a test model. The
Stanford bunny was used to generate the different LODs as seen in
Figure 1. To generate the versions of the Stanford bunny the reduce
tool in Autodesk Maya was used. First shown a) the original mesh
LOD 0, whilst LOD 1 to 3 is less complex versions of the original.
Visual evidence of the preview experimentation can be found on
vimeo.1

3.2 Application

The implementation of the application began with creating Unity
prefabs for each of the tests, except the empty test. For the LOD,
crossfade and dither test, a LOD-group component was added and
for each LOD a child object was also added. The object had a mesh
renderer component for the LOD mesh. The No LOD prefab only
includes a mesh rendering component with no children.

At the beginning of a test, 20 bunnies of its corresponding prefab
are instantiated in each axis for a total number of 8000 bunnies.
When the test is complete, all instances of the bunny are destroyed
and this process repeats until all tests have finished executing. At
this point, the application enters its final stage by running the empty
scene test and automatically shuts down afterward. A script for the
camera was created to traverse a path defined by a number of points
that the camera interpolates between a given constant speed at all
times. For each test, the camera follows this path ten times. A focus
point for the camera to look at is placed approximately at the center
of the grid of bunnies. Between each test, the application waits
for ten seconds because Unity may start the scene while resources
are being loaded. This would give us an inaccurate reading of the
render time and it is a potential threat to validation. Unity switches
between the LODs based on the percentage of height threshold that
the object occupies on the screen.

Unity’s LOD-group component has support for crossfade between
different LODs but no shader that supports it. Two shaders were
created for this, based upon implementations found on Github.2

The first shader is a regular smooth crossfade, while the second
has a dither crossfade effect. To make better use of the transition
effects, a texture was added to be used on all tests for accurate mem-
ory reading. Unity utilizes C for graphics as the shader language,
which is a generalized language that translates the code to HLSL
and GLSL. Unity has its own shader stage called the surface shader
stage. When using this stage, Unity will use its default lighting cal-
culation for the render target. This is utilized for both the crossfade
and the dither shader.

Since Unity uses garbage collection, it must be called to clear
garbage between each test to measure the memory consumption ac-

1https://vimeo.com/257578120
2https://github.com/keijiro/CrossFadingLod
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curately. The garbage collector is also used to measure the RAM
used. Also, the highest RAM used and the lowest RAM usage is
stored. This is to check if Unity would allocate memory that the
user is not aware of during runtime.

For full implementation details the source code that can be found
on the authors’ website, as a Unity package.3

3.3 Data Collection

A data structure of metrics was created to store the data for each
test. The ”update” callback method in Unity was used, which is
being called for every frame to append the data structure. Addition-
ally, frames under 60 FPS were stored.

The first metric recorded in our data structure is the total rendering
time for the test. This is the total amount of seconds from start to
finish. It is summarized by continuously adding together the delta
time collected from each frame.

The second metric records the different frame times for the test.
These are the average, lowest and highest frame time. The average
frame time was evaluated for each test by dividing the total time in
seconds with the total number of frames. The best frame time is
given from the fastest rendered frame, while the worst frame time
is the result of the slowest rendered frame. When presented, the
frame times are converted from seconds to milliseconds.

The third metric stores the total number of frames that were ren-
dered during each test. To extend upon this metric, the frames
which took longer than 16.67 ms to render, 60 FPS, are incre-
mented. To get a percentage value it was later divided by the total
amount of frames.

Finally, the fourth metric is a measurement of the memory con-
sumption. It is defined as the approximated number of bytes cur-
rently allocated in RAM and is retrieved for each frame. The aver-
age memory consumption for each test is calculated by dividing the
total memory in bytes with the total number of frames.

The first frame of the test as seen in Figure 2 is later captured. The
different colors represent the different LODs, as seen in Figure 1.

3.4 Experimental Setup

The apparatus used for the tests was a desktop computer and a lap-
top computer. The reason for this is to see if the results vary be-
tween hardware specifications. The full hardware specifications are
included in Table 1.

Desktop setup
OS Windows 10 Education 64-bit (10.0 Build 15063)

RAM 16384MB
CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU ES v4 @ 3.50GHz
GPU NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080

Laptop setup
OS Windows 8.1 64-bit (6.3.9600 Build 9600)

RAM 8000MB
CPU Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-4710HQ @ 2.50GHz
GPU NVIDIA GeForce GTX 860M

Table 1: The two different computer hardware specifications used
for the tests.

3https://github.com/Draketuroth/Unity-Discrete-LOD

4 Result

The LOD threshold used were, in order LOD 0 to LOD 4: 35%,
20%, 12.5%, 7.5% and 1%. The results of the test can be seen in
Table 2. The tests were executed with Unity’s default highest set-
tings with a resolution of 1920x1080 pixels. The largest difference
between the best and worst frame is on the desktop setup on the
crossfade test, where there is a difference of 46.5ms. However, it
seems not to be a consistent difference because of the persistence of
frames under 60 FPS are 0%. Converting the calculated millisec-
onds to FPS the results are as follows: LOD 192 FPS, Crossfade
153 FPS, Dither 158 FPS, No LOD 7 FPS and Empty 2500 FPS.
Each test took approximately 400 seconds showing little variation
between the computer setups. The evaluation offered an estimated
total time for all tests of 33 minutes.

Desktop setup
Average Best Worst Under 60

LOD 5.2ms 1.7ms 21.5ms 0%
Crossfade 6.5ms 2.1ms 48.6ms 0%

Dither 6.3ms 2.1ms 30.2ms 0%
No LOD 140.6ms 44.5ms 293.8ms 100%

Empty 0.4ms 0.1ms 1.9ms 0%
Laptop setup

Average Best Worst Under 60
LOD 16.8ms 4.5ms 45.4ms 44.9%

Crossfade 20.7ms 8.5ms 56.6ms 85.9%
Dither 19.2ms 6.9ms 53.3ms 70.4%

No LOD 328.6ms 211.9ms 333.3ms 100%
Empty 1.7ms 1.2ms 23.9ms 0%

Table 2: Results for each test on both the desktop computer and
the laptop. The average time to render a frame is presented and the
best and the worst time to render a frame. The time is presented as
milliseconds. The percentage of frames rendered under 60 FPS is
also presented.

Table 3 shows the RAM that was used during the tests. It was found
that Unity did not allocate any additional data during the test so
the memory usage was constant for each test. Neither did it vary
between the laptop test and the desktop test. Since memory usage
is retrieved from the garbage collector, it does not include statically
allocated RAM, only dynamically.

RAM usage
LOD 2420KB

Crossfade 2940KB
Dither 2936KB

No LOD 1812KB
Empty 1432KB

Table 3: Table of the dynamically allocated RAM from the tests.
The RAM usage was the same for both of the hardware setups.

5 Discussion

Our results suggested that the LOD test had a much higher frame
rate than the No LOD test. The test that ran on the desktop setup
rendered 27 times more frames each second than the no LOD test.
A slightly smaller difference was found on the laptop setup which
rendered 19 times more frames each second compared to the no
LOD test. The memory consumption was 1.335 times better with
the no LOD test. It was also concluded that the hardware had no
significant impact on the test.
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Figure 2: a) LOD Test, this is the standard test using the regular settings, no transition effects were applied. b) LOD Fade Test, identical
to the standard test but applies a crossfade transition effect between each LOD group. c) LOD Dither Test, identical to the standard test but
applies a dither transition effect between each LOD group. d) No LOD test, this test forces each instanced 3D-object to be rendered with the
maximum LODs at all times.

In performance comparison to the crossfade and dither scenarios
there were not much of an overhead, neither in memory or ren-
der time. There were instead greater differences in render time
compared to memory consumption when using Unity’s LOD-group
component compared to no LODs.

The largest difference in RAM is between the LOD with crossfade
and the no LOD tests, where the crossfade consumes 1.62 times
more RAM.

By visual observation, it was seen that at a certain point the no LOD
test had a reasonably fast rendering time. This can be seen at the
best render time of the no LOD test in Table 2 on the desktop setup.
The research suggests this is due to Unity’s built-in frustum culling.

6 Conclusion

By building upon the test environment from [Svensson and Buzaité
2017] in combination with transition blending proposed by [Luebke
2003], the correlation between memory consumption and rendering
time was investigated.

Since the RAM consumption will depend on how many and how
large the steps are for each LOD, the memory consumption data
will vary between different LOD setups. In this instance, the LOD
0 has 8 times more triangles than LOD 1, as seen in Figure 1. To
keep high quality on the rendered meshes, using more LODs might
give a better rendering time at the price of more memory consump-
tion. We conclude that for these tests that five LODs provided a
good balance between visual quality and performance. But differ-
ent situations will require different setups, depending on different
priorities, for example theview distance.

Using no LOD has however certain usage. For example tight
spaces, such as indoor environments, where other optimization
techniques are able to cull non-visible objects. If highly complex
meshes are rendered in combination with optimization techniques
such as frustum, occlusion or portal culling, no LODs can ease the
impact on RAM while maintaining a similar rendering time to the
LOD-group component.

There was no significant overhead between the transitional effects
and the standard ”popping” transition. It might be considered that
there is no need for a transitional effect for a fast-paced game. Be-
tween the crossfade and dithering transition, there was barely any
difference at all in performance. Therefore, it is concluded that the
choice between these effects would mainly depend on visual appeal.

6.1 Future Work

For further investigation, a user study could be used to also visually
compare the different transition effects. Data for each frame could
be gathered to generate a graph of the test. Since at one point during
the test the No LOD test had decent frame time, due to view frus-
tum culling. If data was gathered at every frame, it could be further
explored. Finally, since the LOD thresholds were only visually ob-
served in this test this paper propose for future work to automating
the LOD thresholds based on the structural similarity index.
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